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Teacher Notes – Electric Cars – Deakin University

TEACHER NOTES

Electric cars

Overview/Introduction
Box Hill Secondary College wanted an activity investigating electric
circuits in parallel and in series.
It is intended that the activity here wold be embedded in a module on
electric circuits and would extend over several lessons, with an
introduction to electric circuits in parallel and in series, students
working in teams to make a propeller car, and then testing various
combinations of batteries (both in parallel and in series, or a
combination of parallel and series), analysing results and
communicating their results.

Curriculum Outcomes: Australian Curriculum F-10
Levels 8

Science Understanding: Physical sciences
•

Energy appears in different forms, including movement (kinetic
energy), heat and potential energy, and energy transformations
and transfers cause change within systems (ACSSU155)

Science Inquiry Skills: Processing and analysing data and
information
•

•

Construct and use a range of representations, including graphs,
keys and models to represent and analyse patterns or
relationships in data using digital technologies as appropriate
(ACSIS144)
Summarise data, from students’ own investigations and
secondary sources, and use scientific understanding to identify
relationships and draw conclusions based on evidence
(ACSIS145)
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Science Inquiry Skills: Evaluating
•
•

Reflect on scientific investigations including evaluating the
quality of the data collected, and identifying improvements
(ACSIS146)
Use scientific knowledge and findings from investigations to
evaluate claims based on evidence (ACSIS234)

Science Inquiry Skills: Communicating
•

Communicate ideas, findings and evidence based solutions to
problems using scientific language, and representations, using
digital technologies as appropriate (ACSIS148)

Curriculum Outcomes: Victorian Curriculum F-10
Levels 7 and 8

Science Understanding: Physical sciences
•

Energy appears in different forms including movement (kinetic
energy), heat, light, chemical energy and potential energy;
devices can change energy from one form to another
(VCSSU104)

Levels 9 and 10

Science Understanding: Physical sciences
•

Electric circuits can be designed for diverse purposes using
different components; the operation of circuits can be explained
by the concepts of voltage and current (VCSSU130)

Science Inquiry Skills: Planning and conducting
•

•

[Partial] Independently plan, select and use appropriate
investigation types, including fieldwork and laboratory
experimentation, to collect reliable data, assess risk and address
ethical issues associated with these investigation types
(VCSIS135)
[Partial] Select and use appropriate equipment and technologies
to systematically collect and record accurate and reliable data,
and use repeat trials to improve accuracy, precision and
reliability (VCSIS136)
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Science Inquiry Skills: Recording and processing
•

Construct and use a range of representations, including graphs,
keys, models and formulas, to record and summarise data from
students’ own investigations and secondary sources, to
represent qualitative and quantitative patterns or relationships,
and distinguish between discrete and continuous data
(VCSIS137)

Science Inquiry Skills: Analysing and evaluating
•

•

Analyse patterns and trends in data, including describing
relationships between variables, identifying inconsistencies in
data and sources of uncertainty, and drawing conclusions that
are consistent with evidence (VCSIS138)
Use knowledge of scientific concepts to evaluate investigation
conclusions, including assessing the approaches used to solve
problems, critically analysing the validity of information
obtained from primary and secondary sources, suggesting
possible alternative explanations and describing specific ways to
improve the quality of data (VCSIS139)

Science Inquiry Skills: Communicating
•

Communicate scientific ideas and information for a particular
purpose, including constructing evidence-based arguments and
using appropriate scientific language, conventions and
representations (VCSIS140)

Teaching and learning concept for the laboratory
learning activity
Students use a homemade electric car, which has been assembled in a
previous session. They can test the effect of changing the number of
batteries in the power source and the effect of connecting batteries in
parallel and series circuits.
This is different from the normal way of testing the effect of having the
load (working components) in parallel and series circuits.
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Key Concepts
Electric circuit. The simplest electric circuit has a power source (like a
battery) and some other component (like an motor or light). The power
source (like a battery) and other component(s) are connected by wires
so the whole circuit forms a continuous loop. More complicated electric
circuits might have several power sources and/or several other
components connected in more than one interconnecting loops.
Parallel. Power sources or other components are connected in parallel,
when they are connected head-to-head and tail-to-tail like two side-byside horses pulling a wagon.
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Series. Power sources or other components are connected in series,
when they are connected head-to-tail like train carriages.

Background information
Science concepts
More formation about electric circuits can be found at:
The Physics Classroom.
<http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/circuits/Lesson-2/What-is-anElectric-Circuit>. Teachers and students may use the material online,
but downloading material is not permitted.
The For Dummies website by the publisher, John Wiley and Sons.
<http://www.dummies.com/programming/electronics/components/wh
at-is-an-electronic-circuit/>. Downloading/copying/storing/etc material
is not permitted.
Region 10 ESC’s YouTube video about electric circuits
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnnpLaKsqGU>.
Paul Andersen’s (Bozeman Science) YouTube video about series and
parallel circuits < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2EuYqj_0Uk>.
crazyPT’s YouTube video on how to make a simple battery-powered
propeller-driven car <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voT-xADiRE>.

A school science competition
Melanie Kindley (2016), “Formula-A Propeller Driven Car Race”, Mission
Heights Junior College (Auckland, New Zealand)
<http://www.mhjc.school.nz/index.php/2016/12/07/formula-apropeller-driven-car-race/>. Updated 7 December 2016.

Materials
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Fan-driven vehicle;
Rulers;
Stopwatches;
Measuring tapes;
Ramps – planks of wood;
Voltmeters (or multimeters);
Ammeters (or multimeters);
Leads with alligator clips;
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¨ Safety glasses.

Risk management
The main hazard is the spinning propeller, which may be hard to see.
Students must wear safety glasses/goggles. They are instructed to keep
faces and hands away from the spinning propeller.

Activity
Students use voltmeters and ammeters to measure voltage drops across
and currents through various components.
Students will propose and conduct various tests to measure the
performance of the car when changing the power source circuitry.
Possibilities are:
¨ Observations of propeller speed (actually spin rate) – for example,
sound of engine, visual impression of spinning propeller, tactile
impression of wind from propeller blowing across skin.
¨ Measurements of speed of car.
¨ Measurements of ability of car to climb an inclined ramp.

Expected results
Adding batteries in a string increases the voltage; the current remains
the same.

<http://batteryuniversity.com/learn/article/serial_and_parallel_battery
_configurations>
Adding batteries in parallel, current handling and runtime increases
while the voltage stays the same.
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<http://batteryuniversity.com/learn/article/serial_and_parallel_battery
_configurations>

Difficulties
Having good axles and wheels is crucial. The batteries and motor are
relatively heavy, so the push from the fan might be insufficient to move
the car with only one or two batteries.
The construction of the propeller can be tricky. It is good idea for the
teacher (or laboratory technician) practice making one or two
propellors before the class.
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